
 

Chemistry 160 Introduction to Scientific Computing for Chemists 
Syllabus, Fall 2020 

Note: Topics and due dates may change during the semester. 

Due Date Topic Module Topics 

 Overview 1 Course goals and logistics, materials required for online Chem 160 

 Python 2 Python and Mu editor overview, For loops, Monte Carlo simulations 

 Python 3 Data structures, periodic boundaries, diffusion limited aggregation 

 Python 4 IDLE editor, Metropolis Monte Carlo, Ising model 

 Python 5 Classical dynamics, orbital dynamics, molecular dynamics 

 Python 6 Object-oriented Python, Examples of Ising model and molecular dynamics 

 Python 7 Python dictionaries and strings, file parsing 

 Python 8 Python scientific libraries, Numpy 

 Python 9 Python miscellany and Project 1 overview 

 Midterm 1 NA Online Midterm Exam on Python 

 R 10 Statistical modeling in R using the general linear model 

 R 11 Linear models and matrix operations in R 

 R 12 R programming, introduction to dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations 

 R 13 Overview, examples, and numbers and list data type 

 R 14 R scripts for scientific data analysis 

 Linux 15 Install Linux Software 

 Midterm 2 NA Online Midterm Exam on R 

 Linux 16 Introduction to working in Linux, working with files and directories 

 Linux 17 Programming editors in Linux, using git and GitHub 

 Linux 18 Slicing & dicing files, using Python and R in Linux 

 Linux 19 Bash programming part 1 

 Linux 20 Bash programming part 2; For loops and if statements 

 Linux 21 Bash programming part 3, variables, scripts to drive simulations 

 Final Exam NA Online Cumulative Final Exam 
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POLICIES & LEARNING OUTCOMES  

Introduction to Scientific Computing—Online Version 
(CHEM 160)  

 

INSTRUCTORS: Prof. Mike Colvin and Prof. Emily Reed 

COURSE EMAIL ADDRESS: chem160@lists.ucmerced.edu 

COURSE GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 
This course teaches the tools and principles of scientific computing, covering the Linux operating system, 
programming tools and editors, shell scripting, data analysis and scientific programming using Python, R 
and Bash.  These tools will be taught using sample data sets and scientific simulations that typically arise in 
chemistry and related fields.  The course involves online videos describing new concepts and programming 
tools which students will immediate apply to programming exercises.  Student programming skills will be 
honed and assessed through programming exercises, online quizzes, weekly homeworks, a programming 
project, as well as two midterms and a final exam.  All software used in the course is open-source so the 
tools taught will be freely available for students to use in other courses or research. 

GENERAL COURSE LOGISTICS 
This version of Chem 160 is entirely online.  There are many benefits to this online format that I believe 
students will like, including being able to watch the lectures whenever you want and to pause or review the 
lectures as needed.  However, this format puts a lot of responsibility on you the student to keep up with the 
lecture material and to contact instructors with any questions or problems you are having with the course.   

Each week will involve working through one or occasionally two “Modules” on specific topics.  Each of these 
modules will involve about 2-4 video segments totaling 30-60 minutes, as well as one or more online quizzes 
and several computer exercises.  You will watch the lectures at the CatCourses site while working 
interactively on a number of computer exercises that you will download from the software repository site 
GitHub.com and complete on your own computer.  Once completed, you will post the results of your exercises 
and homeworks back to GitHub. 

CONTACTING INSTRUCTORS AND GETTING HELP WITH THE CLASS 
There are a variety of ways to contact the instructors for help in the class.  There will be weekly “live” office 
hours with the instructors conducted via Zoom.  The instructors will also be available throughout the week to 
answer students’ emailed questions and the answers to common questions will be posted to CatCourses. The 
best address to email instructors is at the mailing list:  chem160@lists.ucmerced.edu 

REQUIRED TEXT: There are no required textbooks for this course, but online reference materials will be posted 
to the course website. 

COMPUTER ACCESS: This course will require all students to have access to a computer on which they can 
watch the videos and install several free software apps.  The instructors will provide directions for installing 
the necessary open-source software on their computer.  Additionally students will need to set up a free account 
on GitHub.com—the instructions for doing that are posted to CatCourses. 

EXAMS AND QUIZZES:  There will be two online midterm exams and one online final exam at the end of the 
semester, see syllabus for dates.  There will be short online quizzes embedded within each module.  

COMPUTER PROJECTS:  CHEM 160 will require one programming project will be selected at the students’ 
discretion from a list of projects available for Python, R or Bash.  If students opt to turn in more than one 
project, the highest grade achieved across their projects will be recorded. 

HOMEWORKS:  There will be approximately 14 homework assignments which are due at the end of each week-
-see next section for information on late assignments.  You are welcome to talk about the module exercises 
and homeworks with other students, but in the absence of specific instructions that collaboration is 
allowed, you must complete the homework assignments individually—that is, your programs cannot be 
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identical to those turned in by another student.  The instructors will be happy to answer questions about the 
homework assignments in office hours or by email, but only after you have tried to write the homework scripts 
or programs yourself.   

LATE ASSIGNMENTS:  Homeworks and projects turned in after their due date will automatically have a fraction 
of the total point possible point value deducted.  There will be a penalty of 25% deducted for assignments 
turned in after the due date and no assignments will be accepted more than 1 week late.  The only exceptions 
will in the case of documented acceptable excuses. 

COURSE POINTS: Grades will be based upon points received for the projects and quizzes, using on the 
following scale (which may be adjusted as the course progresses). 

Activity Number Percentage of 
Final Grade 

Module Exercises 22 20% 
Projects 1 10% 
Homeworks ~14 20% 
Online Quizzes ~33 10% 
Midterm Exams 2 20% 
Final Exam 1 20% 
Total   100% 

 
LETTER GRADES: 
 The final distribution of grades in CHEM 160 will depend on the overall achievement of the students 
in the course, but the following grades will be guaranteed to students achieving the indicated percentage of the 
total possible points in the course. 

Grade % of total 
points achieved 

A (A-, A, or A+) Over 90% 
B (B-, B, or B+) Over 80% 
C (C-, C, or C+) Over 70% 
D (D-, D, or D+) Over 60% 

 Information on grade appeals, incompletes, etc. can be found at the end of this document and in the UC 
Merced Grading Policy available from the Registrar (http://registrar.ucmerced.edu/policies/grades). 
 
STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES: 
Course learning outcomes of this course are aligned with the following programmatic learning outcomes 
(PLOs) of the Chemistry and Chemical Biology major: 

PLO 1: Fundamental knowledge and skills. 
PLO 2: Scientific methodology 

 
These learning outcomes are both embodied in the following five specific course outcomes.  By the end of 
this course, students will be able to: 

 

1. Use the Linux operating system for data management, analysis and programming. 

2. Use scientific programming tools including programming editors, integrated 
development environments and debuggers. 

3. Use the fundamental algorithms of scientific simulation, including Monte Carlo 
and Classical Dynamics 

4. Write scripts in the R, Python, and Bash to analyze and plot data. 

5. Write scientific programs using Python and R  
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Mapping of Chem 160 Modules to Course Learning Outcomes (draft schedule on last page of this document): 

Unit Module Topics 
Learning 
Outcomes 

Overview 1 Course goals and logistics, materials required for online Chem 160 1 

Python I 2 Python and Mu editor overview, For loops, Monte Carlo simulations 5 

Python II 3 Data structures, periodic boundaries, diffusion limited aggregation 3, 5 

Python III 4 IDLE editor, Metropolis Monte Carlo, Ising model 3, 5 

Python IV 5 Classical dynamics, orbital dynamics, molecular dynamics 3, 5 

Python V 6 Object-oriented Python, Examples of Ising model and molecular dynamics 3, 5 

Python VI 7 Python dictionaries and strings, file parsing 2, 4, 5 

Python VII 8 Python scientific libraries, Numpy 2, 4, 5 

Python VIII 9 Python miscellany and Project 1 overview 3, 5 

R I 10 Statistical modeling in R using the general linear model 2, 4  

R II 11 Linear models and matrix operations in R 3, 5 

R III 12 R programming, introduction to dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations 3, 5 

R IV 13 Overview, examples, and numbers and list data type 3, 4 

R V 14 R scripts for scientific data analysis 2, 4 

Linux 0 15 Installation of Linux 1 

Linux I 16 Introduction to working in Linux, working with files and directories 1,2 

Linux II 17 Programming editors in Linux, using git and GitHub 1, 2 

Linux III 18 Slicing & dicing files, using Python and R in Linux 1, 2, 4 

Linux IV 19 Bash programming part 1 1, 2, 4 

Linux V 20 Bash programming part 2; For loops and if statements 1, 2, 4 

Linux VI 21 Bash programming part 3, variables, scripts to drive simulations 1, 2, 4, 5 
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